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The Guidelines to Implement BiTiBi
Services is a public document for
rail and bike operators and other
stakeholders. The full report can
be downloaded on www.bitibi.eu/
downloads. Here below, the fact
sheets sum up the main points of
the document. The document will be
updated throughout the project.

WHY BiTiBi?

BiTiBi is a project aimed at improving
the livability of European cities and
improving the energy efficiency of
our transport. Combining the two
most energy efficient modes of
transportation, the bicycle and the
train, provides a seamless door-todoor transport connection.
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A train brings people from station to
station. Homes and activities however
are in the majority of cases not
situated at railway stations. The aim
of BiTiBi is therefore not to get people
from station to station, but from door
to door - via the railway station. The
bicycle will help to link the railway
station and the departure address (first
mile) and the railway station and the
destination address (last mile), making
trains and railways more attractive,
and this will help to increase the
number of train passengers in the end.

Did you know?
The concept of OV-fiets has been
copied to the UK and Belgium and
slightly adapted respectively to the
Bike&Go and the Blue Bike concepts.

The avantages of the
BiTiBi approach
Advantages for residents,
commuters, visitors:
A larger area can be reached: on
foot about 1-2 km vs. by bike 5-7 km
Within distances of approx. 4 km
cycling can be faster than a bus;
No need to pay for the car park;
Advantages for railway operators:
No (folding) bicycles on trains,
More passengers, new types of
train customers can be reached:
Less space consuming car park
needed
Positive image
Advantages for local communities:
More liveable cities
Less pollution, less congestion
More bike use
Advantages for bicycle facility
suppliers:
More users and a more
profitable business case
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DUTCH APPROACH
The development of the
BiTiBi approach

In the Netherlands, a BiTiBi
approach has been built step by
step from 1999. It started with an
investment plan in bicycle parking at
train stations. Then, a shared bike
system available at train stations
was introduced. After a few years
a specific unit at Dutch railways,
NS Transfer, considering the door
to door chain of rail users was
created. Since 2012, OV-fiets and
guarded bike parking are integrated
into the payment system used for
all the transportation. To get new
members, NS has communicated
positively all along the development
of its bike-train-bike system.

The results of the BiTiBi
approach

In 1999 the Dutch Ministry of
Transport introduced an investment
plan to enlarge and renew all
cycling facilities at railway stations.
Nowadays about 400.000 bicycle
racks are being offered at ALL railway
stations throughout the country. Here
are the results mesured:
20% more train passengers in
2002 (3 years after starting the policy)

The results of the
OV-fiets introduction

In 2003 a shared bike system, called:
OV-fiets, has been introduced in the
Netherlands. It is a typical ‘back-toone’ (B21) system. The introduction
of the OV-fiets led according to
a survey in 2011 to the following
results:
without the availability of
OV-fiets 8% of the users would have
used car instead of train

11% more bike use due to the
new racks in 2002 compared to 1999

46% use OV-fiets instead of
bus/tram for the last mile

40% more bicycle trips from
or to stations in 2010 compared to
1999.

54% use the train more often
because of the availability of OVfiets.
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IN FIGURES
The Dutch approach in figures:

Bike carrousel at Bunnik station (NL),
storing 24 OV-fiets bikes
Utrecht Overvecht (NL) has a fully
automated bike parking with OV-fiets
rental services. However, because
the system is too complex and not
intuitive, these rental bikes are hardly
used.

50% of all train users take a bike from home to the station
14% of all train users take a bike at the destination
1 000 is in average the number of bicycle racks available at every station
8 000 is the number of spots available at the free guarded parking of Haarlem
7 000 OV-fiets - public bikes - available at 250 railway stations over the country

An “OV-fiets bicycle box” for 32
bicycles in Enkhuizen (NL)

136 lockers are available at
Veenendaal De Klomp (NL)
OV-fiets lockers at Schiphol Airport
railway station
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IMPLEMENTATION
1. Build safe, sheltered,
convenient bike parking

Moreover:
Provide enough racks at each
station for now and in the future
Location is the absolute priority. Racks (provide more racks than bikes to avoid
and parkings at the wrong location
overcrowded bike parking, estimated
won’t be used. Make parking visible
growth of train passengers...)
and choose the optimal location:
Near the access routes
Only provide high quality racks
(the space between two bikes should
Near the platforms
be at least 42 cm; approx. 50 cm is
recommended...)
If there are more entrances: divide
the racks over all entrances
Maintain and regulate bike parking
In the view of local residents
On ground floor level

Houten station View from the parking

Houten station View from the platforms

Make bicycle parking accessible
and simple to use

IN 5 STEPS
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IMPLEMENTATION
2. Offer convenient
public bikes

OV-fiets in 4 actions

At railway stations mostly a B21
(back-to-one) system is available. It
is a system where bikes will return at
the end of the day –or after a couple
of days– to the station. This is easier
to implement than a system where one
can leave the bicycle at the place of
his choice.
You take your bike at point A and at
the end of the day you bring it back to
point A.

Subscribe online : 10€ a year

No teams are needed to redistribute
bikes over the locations in the B21
system.

Receive your monthly invoice by
e-mail and the payment is made by
direct debit.

The Bike&Go in England

Pick-up your bike (standard Dutch
bicycle) at the train station with your
nationwide public transport chip card:
the costs per rental are 3,15€ per 24
hours for individual subscribers and
3,65€ for business subscribers.
Return your bike at the end of day –or
after a couple of days– to the station.

IN 5 STEPS
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IMPLEMENTATION
4. Integrate payment
systems of bike and rail
services

3. Unite the bike-train
organizations

Having one integrated organisation is
the best guarantee for a successful
door to door approach.
The BiTiBi approach is a success in
the Netherlands, partly thanks to the
fact that train operator NS Reizigers
and bicycle facility supplier NS Fiets
are part of the same organization,
NS Transfer and that NS has a door
to door philosophy for all modes of
transport.

Integrated payment of all rail and
bicycle services adds convenience for
to BiTiBi users.

In the NS webshop you can order
subscriptions to i.a. OV-fiets, bicycle
parkings and lockers.

In the Nederlantds, the “OV-chipkaart”
can be used in all means of public
transport in the Netherlands: train,
metro, tram, bus, some ferries, almost
40 bike parking spaces and for renting
an OV-fiets in all 250 rental locations.

The Dutch “OV-chipkaart” people use
all over the country.

IN 5 STEPS
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IMPLEMENTATION
5. Communicate positively

Build communication around the
words: easy, fast, affordable,
convenient, cool…

Promote cycling and make alliances
with organisations promoting bike
use, like city authorities and bicycle
advocates.
Promote bicycle parking. The potential
for new clients is bigger at the cycle
parking side than from the bicycle
sharing side.

Customers are always the best
ambassadors: OV-fiets uses this
principle for its Member get Member
campaign where customers introduce
new customers.
Business to business marketing can
create an interesting leverage factor,
by contacting one organization, you
reach a big number of employees
In the Netherlands, the OV-fiets is not
only available at train stations but also
during special events. A team can be
available to make this public bike an
easy solution to reach the venue.

IN 5 STEPS
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BITIBI
BiTiBi.eu

You can follow the BiTiBi project – the
pilots in Belgium, England, Italy, Spain
and the development of the Dutch model
– on the BiTiBi.eu website. Get inspired
by the local pilot projects and how they
provide a seamless door-to-door transport
connection by combining bikes and trains.

All images courtesy of Copenhagenize Design Co. excluding pg 3 (bottom left, middle and bottom
right: inno-V), pg 5 (Merseyrail) and pg 6 (NS) and pg7 (right: NS)
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